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 THE
ROADRUNNER 
SHOOTOUT
PRESENTED BY THE BLUE BULLETS

MARCH 22-24 was the inaugural 
Roadrunner Shootout presented by The 
Blue Bullets, a Level 2 match which 
took place at the Fresno Rifle and Pistol 
Club in Clovis, California. The event was 
hosted by two clubs in the newly-formed 
Central California Section. The section will 
also host two additional Level 2 matches in 
the near future, one in June at Rankin Field 
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in Tulare, and the other at Hogue Action 
Pistol Range in San Luis Obispo come 
September. These three Level 2 matches 
are drawing a lot of shooters; the Cen Cal 
Section believes in drawing shooters from 
all over, and is blessed to have these Level 2 
matches to challenge shooters from around 
the country. Registration is open to all areas 
from the beginning. 

From its inception, the Roadrunner 
Shootout was unique. It started with the 
way its stages were designed, using models 
from 3D Stage Builder. All stages were then 
photographed and sent in for approval. 

“The best thing about examining 
and approving the 3D model stages was 
the ability to visualize the placement of 
targets, walls and props. Even though the 
stages submitted were photographs of the 
actual 3D settings, they were more clear 
than Sketchup stages with regard to target 
locations and angles.” –Troy McManus, 
Director NROI

The 10-stage match was split between 
two clubs; the first five stages were hosted by 
Central California Pistol League (CCPL), 
while stages six through 10 were designed 
and held at Central Valley Shooting Club 
on the range’s cowboy bays at Coarsegold. 
To pull off this task, many hands helped 
bring props down the highway 35 miles 
for stages to be built, and the result was 
spectacular! 

Shooters shot the courses over two days. 
On Day One, competitors shot one through 
five or six through 10, completing the other 
half of the competition the next day. The 
Roadrunner’s goal was to keep shooters 
moving and give them a great shooting 
experience. Each of the 10 squads was kept 
to 13 shooters, and people were welcome 
to check in on Friday afternoon and walk 
the stages, or come in Saturday morning. 
First shots were fired at 10 a.m. on Saturday 
morning, to the delight of many who opted 
to travel Saturday morning instead of 
Friday night!

The upper level contained stages one 
through five. Stage One was a 29-round 
course of fire. The shooters had 12 USPSA 
targets to tackle as well as five steel. The 
stage was a quick one, but some of the shots 
were a challenge. 

Stage Two was 32 rounds with 14 paper 
targets and four steel. The course was a 
large one and made shooters cover most 
of its footprint. This stage was also a bonus 
stage, since the Roadrunner Match ran 
prizes a little differently than other Level 
2 matches. Some prizes were given away 
at the sponsor’s stage; for instance, Stage 
Two was sponsored by The Blue Bullets, so 
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two random shooters were each given gift 
certificates by the company. In all, $1500 
was handed out by The Blue Bullets. 

Stage Three was 10 USPSA targets and 
11 steel. This stage also contained two 
swingers, one on each side of the stage. This 
tricky 31-rounder really made people think. 

Stage Four was the classifier, I Miss That 
Kind of Clarity (18-09). This two-string 
Virginia count classifier is not as easy as it 
may seem; mag changes, moving forward and 
backing up made for different stage plans. 

Stage Five was another great giveaway 
stage, this time with items supplied by Dillion 
Precision. This stage had a different flavor 
with a Cooper tunnel involved, and shooters 
were given 11paper and four steel to shoot. 
However, the travel through the tunnel also 
required shots to be fired in transit. 

For a change of pace, shooters who 
started on stages six through 10 found 
themselves in the Old West. The local SAS 
shooters allowed Central Valley Shooting 
Club to transform the bays into USPSA 
stages. Stage Six found a shooter shooting 
at 15 paper and two steel targets; mixed in 

with the paper was a swinger which had to 
be captured through the western windows. 
Incorporating the doorways and windows 
of the Western facade was a great touch. 
This stage also gave shooters some great 
swag from Rainbow Technologies.

On to Stage Seven, where competitors 
had 26 rounds to shoot. The breakdown 
here was 12 paper and two steel. This was 
a quick shoot with lots of options. 

Stage Eight was sponsored by Targets 
USA and Babes with Bullets; every lady 
competitor was given a gift, courtesy 
of Babes. On this stage, shooters found 
themselves seated in a jail cell. The gun 
was unloaded, outside on a platform, with 
the first magazine on a different platform. 
Competitors had to open the cell door, 
retrieve the gun and mag, then begin 
the stage. It was only 12 rounds, but this 
one was difficult. Five pieces of steel were 
found on one side of the stage; the other 
side contained a popper that activated 
dual max traps and then a single paper.

Stage Nine was a run through town, 
with 14 USPSA targets strategically placed 
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was a large stage with some tight shots around barrels. The 32 rounds 
were made on 15 paper and two steel.

 At the conclusion of the first afternoon, everyone enjoyed a catered 
tri-tip luncheon and some random prize giveaways. Sunday shooting 
commenced at 8 a.m., which lent itself to an earlier departure. Stages 
once again were shot in a timely fashion, and everyone enjoyed another 
lunch provided by the match. During the protest period, more random 
prizes were given and squad photos taken. 

More than $16,000 in prizes were given away at this event; items 
included a 1911 provided by Madera Firearms, a large Yeti cooler 
provided by Sportsman’s Warehouse, two pairs of Hunters Gold HD 
glasses, gift certificates provided by Safariland, items from Smoke 
Composites, and much more. The random draw everyone was hoping 
for was for one of the seven Dillon 650 presses, and medals were 
awarded after the protest wait. Congratulations go to Tiger Nguyen 
for the overall win!

The overall feedback from the shooting community was great. 
People enjoyed the pace of shooting and liked getting prizes at stages. 
The food, jersey, and squad photo provided were all a great part of the 
package. The entire event could not have been done without these two 
outstanding clubs joining forces. All the sponsors helped make this 
a match for the record book. Thank you to the following sponsors: 
The Blue Bullets, Smoke Composites, Targets USA, Shooters 
Connection, Steel Target Paint, Sportsman’s Warehouse, Madera 
Firearms, American Mountain Supply, Hunters Gold, Dillon 
Precision, Safariland, Tevo Sports, Babes With Bullets and 3D 
Stage Builder. 

ROADRUNNER SHOOTOUT RESULTS

CARRY OPTICS
1st – Jeremy Kemlo
2nd – Bobby McGee
3rd – Adam Muthwill
M – Bobby McGee
A – Adam Muthwill
B – Ron Iwamiya
C – Doug Marmolejo

LIMITED DIVISION
1st – Brad Holt
2nd – Jim Levis
3rd – Greg Vaughn
M – Brad Holt
A – Greg Vaughn
B – Karl Macaraig
C – Shane Pickering
D – David Bird

SINGLE STACK DIVISION
1st – Kevin Roggenkamp
2nd – Alan Burk
3rd – Tyler Bigbie
A – Kevin Roggenkamp
B – Tyler Bigbie
C – Anthony Nguyen
D – Kevin Elliott

OPEN DIVISION
1st – Tiger Nguyen
2nd – Leland Hart
3rd – Allan Webster
G – Tom Rowe
M – Tiger Nguyen
A – Allan Webster
B – Aaron Runyan
C – Eric Gao

PCC DIVISION
1st – Russel Curtis
2nd – Shaun Gardner
3rd – Gary Chan
G – Russel Curtis
M – Gary Chan
A – Shaun Gardner
B – William Luper
C – Jason Gao

LIMITED DIVISION
1st – Paul Chetwood
2nd – Jeremiah Gross
3rd – Dominic Descent
B – Paul Chetwood
C – Jeremiah Gross
D – Dominic Descent 

PRODUCTION DIVISION
1st – Jeremy Nunes
2nd – Rossen Hristov
3rd – Nicholas Brantley
G – Jeremy Nunes
M – Tyler Meisenheimer
A – Nicholas Brantley
B – Christine Zador
C – Allan Abrea
D – Jason Bryngelson

CLASS WINNERS
Lady: Janet Tsui
Junior: Maddux Le
Senior: Jim Levis
Super Senior: Thomas Chan
Law Enforcement: Brad Holt
Military: Jeremy Javier
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down the hallway of this cowboy town. Shooting left and right and 
racing to the end of the wooden deck made for some great runs. 

The final stage was another giveaway stage, where American 
Mountain Supply Company provided pistol bags for the match; 
one lucky shooter on this stage was given a pistol bag here. This 
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Stage 10 with 3D models
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